WHICH SKI SCHOOL LESSON SHOULD I CHOOSE?
Lesson Packages include: skis, boots and poles or snowboard boots and board, the appropriate
lift ticket (Beginners lift for the Never-Ever and Kinder packages and all lifts for the others) and
of course the lesson. A helmet can be rented for an additional charge if needed. If you already
have your equipment, you will purchase the lesson and lift ticket as opposed to the Package.
Children’s Lessons- Ski and Snowboard
a. Never-Ever Package: This class is for seven through eleven-year-old children.
It includes 4 hours of on the snow training plus time out for rest periods and
lunch. As the name implies, if your kids haven’t ever tried it or they have had
some lessons but have not progressed this is the lesson for them. If it turns out
that they are significantly better than the other members of the class, we will
move them to a more advanced group.
b. Never-Ever: Same as above but only includes lesson and lift.
c. Green Slope Package: This class is also for seven through eleven-year-old
children. It is for children who are riding our beginner chairlift comfortably and
skiing or boarding from the top of our beginner hill as well as those skiing the
entire mountain. The class is a two-hour lesson that explores the mountain on
terrain consistent with the children’s ability level. The lesson can be upgraded to
a second two hours for an additional charge.
d. Green Slope: Same as above but only includes lesson and lift.
Adult Lessons- Ski and Snowboard
a. Never-Ever Packages: This lesson is for anyone 12 years and older. Like the
children’s Never-Ever package, it includes 4 hours of on snow training plus time
out for rest periods and food. This is the lesson for you if you haven’t tried it or
you have had some lessons but have not progressed to skiing/boarding from the
top of the beginner hill, not comfortable getting off the lift alone or can’t stop on
your own. This class will be split to accommodate different skill levels if
necessary.
b. Never-Ever: Same as above but only includes lesson and lift.
c. Green Slope Packages: A 2-hour lesson, this lesson is for persons 12 years old
and older also. If you are comfortable with turning and stopping but have pretty
much hung around the beginner area this the lesson for you. We will explore the
entire mountain on fairly easy terrain and introduce more advanced strategies for
dealing with different conditions. This lesson can be up graded for an additional
2 hours for an additional charge.
d. Green Slope: Same as above but only includes lesson and lift.

Other Lesson typesa. Family Ski and Snowboard Packages: This is designed for the family that
enjoys doing things together. It doesn’t matter what mix of skill levels your
family might have. Your instructor will build a four-hour lesson designed
specifically to satisfy your goals. We will conduct a brief interview as far in
advance as possible to make sure that we get the right instructor for your family.
We will be looking at ages, skill levels, genders, specific goals and if you have a
favorite instructor.
b. Kinder Ski Package: This is a 2-hour lesson for 4-6-year-old skiers. It is
generally a beginner type lesson conducted at our Cubby Corner and is thus
separated from the general public. Depending on your child’s proficiency it may
include riding our beginner chair lift and skiing our beginner slope or skiing from
the top of the mountain. Once again, if your child isn’t worn out in two hours an
additional 2 hours may be purchased at an additional charge.
c. Blue Slope Lesson: This is a 2-hour group lesson aimed at the higher-level
student. It is conducted on more difficult terrain and fine tunes the student’s
tactics and techniques for use in a variety of conditions and situations. Lift tickets
and rentals are not included in the price of this lesson.
d. Private Lesson: This lesson is sold in 2-hour blocks and is specially crafted to
teach you what you want taught. We will interview you in advance to determine
what you want to do and to match the proper instructor with you. Your lift ticket
is sold separately from the lesson and if you don’t have your own equipment that
is extra also. You may include other people in your private lesson for an
additional charge.

